
Project Objectives:
To be a good photographer, you need to learn to use your camera.  Aperture, 
Shutter, ISO, focus all come together to bring the perfect amount of light to 
your camera’s sensor which then translates to a well-exposed, technically 
correct image.  To be a great photographer, you need to learn to use your eyes 
and your entire body. For this project, you will be provided with a list of ways 
to use your camera to alter the way you see.  This list is by no way exhaustive.  
Feel free to experiment in other ways, however, you MUST be prepared to 
discuss the techniques you used during the critique.

Description and Process
• You must shoot at least 150 frames for this project
• You must rename all files based on date/number naming protocol
• You must use at least 8 different ways of seeing while shooting:

4 compositional and 4 technical (see list on back for ideas)
• You must make new photographs each week
• You may only use new work taken this semester for this project
• You must adjust at least 15 images.
• You must make at least 4 final prints, sized appoximately 8”x10”
• You cannot use flash.
• You must work in manual mode.
• Your final prints must all be in color
• You cannot crop
• Photo editing will be used judiciously to enhance the image only

(no dramatic filter effects/over editing)

Submission Requirements: 
• 15 edited DNGs
• PDF contact sheets of all images
• min 4 inkjet prints on photo paper
• written statement describing your process and techniques. 

All photos will be captured in the RAW file format native to your camera 
and edited using only Lightroom. These files must follow proper asset 
management including naming conventions, folder hierarchy and must 
include relevant assets.

Project 1: Ways of Seeing



1. Large aperture:  Shallow Depth-of-field (selective focus)

2. Small aperture:  Wide Depth-of-field (everything in focus)

3. Panning: slow shutter, moving camera with motion

4. Long exposure: slow shutter, still camera

5. High ISO: short shutter, low light, allows you to capture
motion without flash.

6. Low ISO: long shutter, used with a tripod allows you to get
great detail in lower light, and allows you to capture motion.

7. Shoot at night with long exposures with or without a tripod.

8. Out of Focus

1. Take multiple exposures of the same object while
moving your body to get different camera angles.

2. Bird’s eye view of the world: hold your camera above
your head.

3. Worm’s eye view of the world: lay down on the ground
to photograph.

4. Shoot from the hip: Don’t look through the viewfinder
when you shoot.

5. Move your camera close to an object: distorted
perspective, shallow depth-of-field.

6. Shoot  while in motion

7. Shoot through and around objects

8. Make the subject of your focus off center

Technical

Compositional




